
An Introduction to:An Introduction to:
Non Metallic Expansion Joints

& Rubber Bellows



A Non-Metallic Expansion Joint is a
flexible connector fitted between

two pipes to absorb the
movement caused by thermal

changes within the duct system

v DefinitionDefinition

Expansion JointsExpansion Joints



Ø Non-metallic Expansion Joints are normally cheaper than their
Metallic Counterparts.

Ø  Non-metallic Expansion Joints weigh less than other forms of Joints.

Ø  Due to their flexibility less Joints are required for any given run of
ducting.

Ø  Non-metallic Expansion Joints are easier to install and replace.

v BenefitsBenefits of Non-Metallicof Non-Metallic
Expansion JointsExpansion Joints



Non-metallic Expansion Joints are used on all plants where pipes or
ducts are fitted. Some of the plants are described below.

v ApplicationsApplications

Ø Power Generation

Ø Paper Mills, Sugar Mills

Ø Cement Plants

Ø Kilns

Ø Steel Mills



Ø Icle’s range of Expansion Joints can suit Temperatures of -50°C to over
1000°C.

Ø  Our non-metallic Expansion Joints operate at pressures up to 3 bar.
Ø  We offer a full range of Expansion Joint designs including specialized

profiles.

Ø  All Icle Expansion Joints are manufactured to suit client applications.

v SpecificationsSpecifications



We have two main profiles.
Ø Belt or Strip Type Ø Flanged and U-Type

v ProfilesProfiles



Icle can provide all necessary accessories for our
Expansion Joints. This can include the following:

Ø Metalwork

We can provide all metalwork required including backing bars, flow
plates and flanges.

Ø Insulation

Icle has a full range of fabrics and thermal insulation for all applications.

Ø Gaskets

All Expansion Joints can be provided with a full set of gaskets if required

v AccessoriesAccessories



Icle provides a full list of services in the supply of Expansion Joints.

This includes the design and installation of any of our Expansion
Joints. Below are some of the services we offer.

Ø On site technical evaluations

Ø Design of Expansion Joints

Ø Drawings for client and manufacturing drawings

Ø Manufacture of Expansion Joints

Ø Metalwork fabrication

v ServicesServices



Ø Although our Expansion Joints are tailor-made our technical, costing
and manufacturing departments work cohesively to have a very short
turnaround.

Ø  As one of the leading Expansion Joint manufacturers in South Africa
we have a large workshop capable of delivering Expansion Joints in the
shortest possible time. This is complimented with our trained
personnel some of whom have been manufacturing Expansion Joints
for twenty years.

Ø  Our standard delivery for large Joints is two weeks and can be brought
down to two working days in the case of a breakdown.

v AvailabilityAvailability



v DefinitionDefinition

Rubber BellowsRubber Bellows

A Rubber Bellow is an object or
device with concertinaed sides to
allow it to expand and contract to

provide for movement and
flexibility in pipelines.



v VarietyVariety
Icle supplies a wide variety of Rubber Bellows from all over the
world. We can supply our bellows in various rubbers, EPDM,
Hypalon/Nitrile and Nature Rubber, in various face to face
lengths. Our range includes standard rubber bellows from 25mm
up to 600mm diameter.



Ø High Absorption of mechanical and sonorous vibration.

Ø Sealing of joints by end connections are loose to allow for
ease of alignment.

Ø Electrical discontinuity.

Ø Resistance to heat, water, weather, and other severe
atmospheric conditions.

v FeaturesFeatures



Ø Air conditioning systems, pumps, air compressors, blowers,
etc.

Ø Industrial piping systems

Ø Marine piping systems

Ø Sanitary Systems

Ø Any piping system where it is necessary to compensate for
thermal displacements or vibration.

Ø Data Sheets available on request.

v ApplicationsApplications
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